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Tax shelters can range from investments or investment accounts that provide favorable tax treatment, to activities or
transactions that lower taxable income. The most common type of tax shelter is.

Which One Works Best for You? Congress has periodically looked at the idea of simplifying tax-sheltered
savings, but for now investors have a dizzying maze of tax-advantaged investment wrappers: But giving due
care to the wrapper you choose for your investment accounts and maximizing your investments in
tax-sheltered vehicles can greatly enhance your take-home return. The longer your investment horizon, the
greater the tax savings are apt to be. Traditional k , b , and Plans Geared Toward: Retirement saving Tax
Treatment: Pretax contributions; all withdrawals taxed as ordinary income Tax Benefit: Tax-deferred
compounding Contribution Limit: Employees must typically choose from fixed menus of investment options.
Making pretax contributions provides instant gratification; contributing fixed sums at regular intervals ensures
discipline; employers may offer matching contributions; plans may provide access to low-expense institutional
share classes. Savers who will benefit from built-in discipline and ease of use Roth k , b and Plans Geared
Toward: After tax contributions; qualified withdrawals tax-free Tax Benefit: Tax-free compounding; tax-free
withdrawals Contribution Limit: Ability to take tax-free retirement withdrawals; contributing fixed sums at
regular intervals ensures discipline; plan may have access to low-expense institutional share classes.
Contributions are deductible on income-tax return, provided income is below limit; all withdrawals taxed as
ordinary income Tax Benefit: Deductible contributions; tax-deferred compounding Contribution Limit: Most
investment types can be held inside an IRA, with a few exceptions. Investors can choose low-cost and
best-of-breed investments with limited administrative costs. No so-called guardrails on investment choices,
unlike k s; RMDs plus ordinary income tax due on in-retirement distributions can ratchet up in-retirement tax
costs. People who think their tax bracket today is higher than it is likely to be in retirement. After tax
contributions; withdrawals of investment earnings taxable at ordinary income tax rate Tax Benefit: Individuals
can withdraw nondeductible that is, after tax contributions at any time without taxes or penalty, but early
withdrawals of investment earnings will trigger both tax and a penalty. You can avoid the penalty if your
situation fits with one of the exceptions. Investing in a tax-savvy manner in a taxable account will tend to offer
better long-term tax treatment: This article provides some detail on the so-called backdoor IRA maneuver as
well as the potential pitfall for people who have significant Traditional IRA assets already.
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Investing in real estate is a common tax shelter. In addition to the deductions it allows you to make -- mortgage loan
interest, mortgage insurance and property taxes -- a real estate investment can help you grow wealth over time.

Lyman Updated November 8, â€” Tax efficiency is essential to maximizing returns. Due to the complexities
of both investing and U. The more an investment relies on investment income â€” rather than a change in its
price â€” to generate a return, the less tax-efficient it is to the investor. This article will detail common
strategies for creating a more tax-efficient portfolio. Taxable, Tax-Deferred, and Tax-Exempt Accounts Before
investors can take any steps toward tax-efficient investing, they must first determine how their accounts are
structured under the law. Generally speaking, accounts can be taxable, tax deferred or tax exempt. For taxable
accounts, investors must pay taxes on their investment income in the year it was received. Taxable accounts
include individual and joint investment accounts, bank accounts and money market mutual funds. Each has its
advantages and disadvantages. As a general rule of thumb, tax-efficient investments should be made in the
taxable account, and investments that are not tax efficient should be made in a tax-deferred or tax-exempt
account â€” if an investor has one. Know Your Bracket Next, an investor must consider the pros and cons of
tax-efficient investing. First, the investor needs to determine his marginal income tax bracket and whether it is
subject to the alternative minimum tax. The higher the marginal bracket rate, the more important tax-efficient
investment planning becomes. An investor in a Once the investor identifies his bracket, he must be aware of
the differences between taxes on current income and taxes on capital gains. If the latter is the case, then the
investor needs to try to generate capital gains at the preferential longer-term rate. Historically, investors
purchased bonds to provide an income stream for their portfolios, and bonds have generally enjoyed lower
volatility or risk than stocks. The interest income from most bonds is taxable municipal bonds are a
tax-efficient vehicle at the federal tax level, however and is, therefore, tax-inefficient to the investor in a
higher tax bracket. Stocks are often purchased to provide a portfolio with growth or gains in its capital, as well
as a current income stream from dividends. As mentioned above, as a rule, investors should put tax-inefficient
investments in tax-deferred accounts, and tax-efficient investments in taxable accounts. But tax efficiency is a
relative concept. With the exception of the lowest-quality bonds, no investment is completely tax-inefficient
â€” yet some are clearly more tax-efficient than others. Tax-Inefficient Investments Among the most
tax-inefficient investments are junk bonds. Due to their high risk of default, junk bonds typically pay higher
yields than better-quality bonds to attract investors. Since junk bonds are used primarily as speculative
instruments, they also pay higher yields than other types of bonds. Consequently, the yields paid to junk-bond
investors are taxed at the same rate as ordinary income. Straight-preferred stocks are relatively tax inefficient.
Like common stocks, straight-preferred stocks are issued in perpetuity. Like bonds, they yield fixed payments,
which provide downside protection, but limited upside potential. In addition, straight-preferred stockholders,
like bond holders, are paid ahead of common stockholders. Due to their bond-like qualities and fixed payment,
straight-preferred stocks are taxed at the same rate as ordinary income. Institutional investors, the primary
market for preferred stocks , may largely offset their tax bill using the dividends received deduction DRD.
This tax credit is unavailable to individual investors. As with junk bonds, individuals must apply the current
income tax rate to their dividend income from straight-preferred stocks. The stockholder may decide to
exercise this option at any time, enabling him to first lock in the fixed dividend payouts, then participate in the
capital appreciation of the common stock. In exchange for this flexibility, the issuer usually pays lower
dividends on its convertible preferred stocks than on its straight-preferred stocks. Dividends from convertible
preferred stocks are considered ordinary income and taxed as such, unless the securities are converted to
common stock. Therefore, convertible preferred stocks are hardly more tax-efficient than straight-preferred
stocks â€” although investors may dramatically increase their tax efficiency by converting their holdings to
common stocks, which are generally taxed at the lower long-term capital gains rate. Tax-Efficient Investments
By comparison, convertible bonds are relatively tax efficient. Not only do they usually have lower yields â€”
and, therefore, incur fewer taxes â€” than junk bonds or preferred stocks, but bondholders may hold them in
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tax-deferred accounts. Next are investment-grade corporate bonds. Investors may also put them in tax-deferred
accounts, making them a relatively low-cost and liquid means of gaining exposure to the bond market while
also lowering their tax profile. Even more tax-efficient are common stocks, which are among the most
tax-efficient investments, particularly when held in tax-deferred accounts. This is primarily because they are
taxed at the long-term capital gains rate if held more than one year. Most tax-efficient are municipal bonds,
due to their exemption from federal taxes. Yet because they have lower yields than investment-grade bonds,
municipal bonds often represent a substantial opportunity cost for investors. However, REIT shares are taxed
only after they earn back that part of the investment used to finance real estate purchases and improvements.
Consequently, investors may time their tax liability for their REIT shares or in some years avoid taxes
altogether. The Bottom Line Tax-efficiency is within reach of most investors. If you want to keep more of
your investment earnings and stay out of a higher tax bracket, choose investments that offer the lowest tax
burdens relative to their interest income or dividend income. You may also want to consider your
opportunities for investing tax free. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email
series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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Ten Ways to Invest Tax Free. After a decade or two this tax shelter is exhausted, but if you die owning these shares
your heirs get to start the process over with a new, higher tax basis.

We all have diverse investment objectives that must be met with different investment techniques. The
investment objective for a TSA b account is retirement security. How do I change the funds I invest in?
Contact your provider s. What can I invest in? You select a company or more than one from among those
authorized under the Program and then choose from among the funds the company offers. Options range from
conservative to aggressive and include mutual funds that offer stock, bond, and money market investments
and insurance companies that offer annuities with variable and fixed rates of return. A complete list of
companies, and investment options with recent returns is available in the Investments section on the TSA
website. In addition to two insurance companies and TIAA-CREF which has both insurance products and
mutual funds , there are two mutual fund companies in the program. What kind of investments can I make
with an insurance company? When you invest with an insurance company, you contribute to an annuity. You
are accumulating your assets to take out at some time in the future. There are two types of annuities: The
insurance company guarantees your principal â€” the amount of your contribution â€” and pays you interest at
the current interest rate set by the company, which cannot be less than the rate guaranteed in your annuity
contract. Although fixed annuities generally do not earn a high return, they are secure, provided the insurance
company is financially strong. Your contributions purchase a number of units of the fund. The value of the
contract at any time depends on the total number of units you own and the investment performance of the
sub-account. Except as specifically provided in your contract, the insurance company does not guarantee your
principal in a variable annuity. For more information, see the Distribution. What if I want to move my
investments? Be aware that some specialty and international funds have redemption fees. These are usually
applied to discourage short-term trading. With a new company To transfer existing investments or to send
future contributions to a new investment company: Your new company is responsible for contacting the old
company and requesting the money. Complete both and send them to your new company. Or you can enroll
using a paper form â€” download it from the web site or call the company and request a UW b enrollment kit
â€” return the completed forms to the new company. Expect the entire transfer process to take two to four
weeks. Your new company will notify you of the amount received, the date it was invested, and the number of
shares or units in your new account. If you have heard nothing after three weeks, contact the new company to
be sure it has all the necessary paperwork. If you want to send future TSA contributions to the new company,
complete a new Salary Reduction Agreement SRA for future contributions and file it with your human
resources office. Check your quarterly statements to be sure that both your new and your transferred assets are
invested as you intended. Some mutual funds have short-term trading fees on certain funds. Check with your
provider s , so you are aware of any fees before you transfer. You may not transfer your money to a provider
that is not authorized under the Program. However, if you are eligible for a distribution, you may roll your
distribution over to any company you choose. My broker has suggested a certain fund that is not on the list of
offered funds. You may contribute only to providers approved by the TSA Review Committee, and you may
not transfer TSA account balances to non-approved companies while you continue to be employed at the UW.
For administrative efficiency and to ensure compliance with federal law, the UW must limit the number of
TSA investment companies providers with which it does business. The Program seeks to offer a high-quality
selection of investment options in the basic asset classes, combined with low cost and good customer service.
It does not offer access to all companies or funds. The TSARC cannot guarantee the performance of any
particular fund offered under the Program but attempts to ensure that the Program offers low-cost options with
a wide variety of investment objectives. There are so many choices! How do I pick an investment? Like most
activities, it takes practice to feel knowledgeable about investing. Here are some ways to get started: Decide
on a company first. All investment providers have web sites with extensive information on their funds as well
as toll-free numbers you can call for information. Visit the TSA website to obtain contact information. Choose
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a provider s that offers a broad variety of funds at a reasonable cost and provides customer service and
education that you like. Then ask the provider s for investment suggestions based on your age, risk tolerance,
and financial goals. Develop an asset allocation plan. In other words, decide what percent of your money
should be invested in each of the different asset classes stocks, bonds, short-term investments, and possibly
real estate , then stick to it. Investments range from the very conservative fixed annuities, money market funds,
and U. Depending on your age, the time remaining until you need your money, and your willingness to accept
risk, some combination of asset classes makes most sense for you. Many tools exist to help you create an asset
allocation plan. Once you have a plan, it will be easier to narrow down your investment choices and you will
be less fearful about making mistakes. Consider an asset allocation fund, a balanced fund, an index fund, or a
target retirement date life-cycle fund. Asset allocation funds hold varying percentages of the major asset
classes stocks, bonds, and short-term investments like money-market funds in their portfolios according to
stated conservative, moderate, or aggressive investment objectives. The bond component may reduce overall
returns but should help to stabilize the fund when stocks are volatile. Index funds attempt to mirror the
make-up of the market itself or a sector of the market. Target Date or Lifecycle funds structure their assets
based on a target distribution date. As the target gets nearer, the fund moves from aggressive to conservative
investments. Attend an Individual Counseling Session. UW TSA investment providers are required to offer
free investment education sessions to UW employees and their families. Individual counseling sessions are
available at almost every institution every semester. If sessions are not offered, telephone appointments can be
arranged. View upcoming counseling sessions. Part of your fees pay for his or her time. A financial planner
can help you think through your goals and investment choices, but expect to pay for the service. Are my TSA
investments guaranteed? If you choose a fixed annuity, the insurance company guarantees your principal and a
minimum rate of return. But if you choose a variable annuity or a mutual fund, the value of your investment
will fluctuate with the market. You could lose money. What fees and expenses are charged for participation in
the TSA program? None of the investments in the TSA Program has loads sales commissions or broker fees.
Beginning in , there is no UW participant fee. The UW has negotiated with our investment providers for the
providers to cover the UW program administration costs. These fees depend on the company and the type of
investment you select. Most TSA providers have no direct fees. All companies have waived this fee.
Redemption short-term trading fees. Certain specialized funds charge a redemption fee for withdrawal or
transfer before a specified period 30 to days or more has elapsed. Certain investors buy and sell mutual fund
securities quickly to take advantage of short-term discrepancies between the current price of a security that is
trading in overseas markets and the stale value of that security held by the fund. The technical term for this is
stale-price arbitrage. This practice generates higher trading costs that all investors must bear. Short-term
trading fees can be a disincentive to trade rapidly in and out of a fund and can go a long way to protect the
interests of long-term shareholders. Typically, international funds, small and mid-cap funds, and specialty
funds are most vulnerable to arbitrage and are most likely to impose fees. All funds have operating expenses
that are deducted from assets before returns are published. The expense ratio reduces your earnings, so a low
expense ratio is desirable, all other things being equal. The TSA plan is a long-term savings vehicle to be used
for retirement. IRS regulations limit the access you have to your savings. Is a hardship withdrawal available
from my TSA account? Because of a change in federal regulations, as of January 1, hardship withdrawals are
not available from contributions invested with the UW TSA b Program. Can I borrow against my TSA funds?
How do I get a loan? Contact your TSA provider to initiate a loan. Each provider has its own loan procedure.
Only two outstanding loans are permitted at any time, even if you have accounts with more than two
providers. You must start to repay your loan right away, and it must be fully repaid within five years unless
the loan is used to acquire your principal residence.
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But giving due care to the wrapper you choose for your investment accounts and maximizing your investments in
tax-sheltered vehicles can greatly enhance your take-home return. The longer your investment horizon, the greater the
tax savings are apt to be.

When these resources are implemented to lower a tax bill, we say that the entity involved is sheltering its
taxes. The tax shelter route that is taken by a taxpayer to reduce or erase his tax liability can be legal or illegal,
hence, it is imperative that the individual or corporation evaluate the tax reduction strategies to avoid being
penalized by the Internal Revenue Service IRS. There are numerous tax shelters that the government has
provided to help its taxpayers lower the tax burden. The tax rate that is applied to the lower taxable income
will translate into a lower tax bill for the individual. Some tax shelters that are provided in the form of tax
deductions include deduction of charitable contributions , student loan interest deduction , mortgage interest
deduction , deduction for certain medical expenses, etc. Tax shelters are also legally available in the form of
investment and retirement accounts which shelter income from taxes. The tax shelter provided through these
accounts serves as an incentive to income earners to save for retirement. Income contributions made to a k , b ,
or Individual Retirement Account IRA plan will not be taxable until the individual retires. This way, money
that would have been taxed by the IRS accrues interest and earnings in the account until the funds are drawn.
A taxpayer who takes advantage of the tax shelter provided through a k , b , or IRA reduces his taxable income
by the amount of his contribution into either of the accounts. For individuals who expect to be in a higher
income tax bracket by the time they retire, the Roth IRA and Roth k provide a way to shelter income from
higher taxes. With these investment accounts, the contributed income is taxed before entering the accounts,
but no tax applies when the funds are withdrawn. This way, if the taxpayer starts making distributions after he
enters a higher tax bracket, he would already have paid taxes when he was in a lower income bracket. Certain
types of assets can also be invested in to provide tax shelters. Investors with foreign investments in their
portfolios can take advantage of the foreign tax credit which applies to taxpayers who pay tax on their foreign
investment income to a foreign government. The credit can be used by individuals, estates, or trusts to reduce
their income tax liability. Some municipal bonds are also tax-exempt, meaning that any interest income that is
generated is exempt from federal income taxes , and in many cases, state and local income taxes as well. To
encourage investment in companies of certain sectors oil exploration, renewable energy, and mining, for
example which require heavy capital investment and take several years to start making profits, the government
allows the exploration costs incurred by these companies to be distributed to shareholders as tax deductions.
Tax Evasion While tax shelters provide a way to legally avoid taxes, they can also be used to evade taxes. Tax
minimization also referred to as tax avoidance is a perfectly legal way to minimize taxable income and lower
taxes payable. Do not confuse this with tax evasion , the illegal avoidance of taxes through misrepresentation
or similar means. If an investment is made for the sole purpose of avoiding or evading taxes, you could be
forced to pay additional taxes and penalties. For example, if an independent contractor or subcontractor
purposely transfers all or a portion of her earned income to another individual who is subject to lower tax
rates, the contractor will be evading taxes. Also, companies who take advantage of favorable tax rates in
certain countries by creating offshore companies for the purpose of evading taxes, will be heavily penalized by
the IRS which treats such manipulative strategies as fraudulent activity subject to steep fees, criminal
prosecution, and prison sentence.
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Investment real estate also makes a fine tax shelter: You get the same deductions for mortgage interest and property
taxes as you do for your personal residence (and as a bonus, you don't even.

By pursuing tax-deferred investments , you can allow the investment to accumulate unimpeded by taxation
until it is time to withdraw it. Two advantages exist for this kind of strategy. The capital gains, interest, and
dividends the investment accumulates occur when the investor is making more money and thus is taxed at a
higher rate. The accumulated investment is withdrawn when the investor is making little or no money, upon
retirement for example. A number of investments are available that defer taxation. Deferred annuities An
annuity is a product that allows someone to accumulate savings over a fixed period. This is the accumulation
phase. The investment then pays out a fixed amount of money to the investor. The number of time payouts
occur can be a fixed period, 20 years, for example, or as long as the investor and his or her spouse when a
survivorship benefit is included are alive. The advantage of an annuity is that it removes the possibility of
someone outliving their retirement investment. A deferred annuity, as the term suggests, delays payments until
the investor elects to receive them. The tax benefit is that the earnings are only taxed after the withdrawal
period begins. This kind of annuity also has a death benefit in which the beneficiary of the investor receives
both the principal and earnings. Contributions of a regular IRA are deductible from your income, therefore
deriving a tax benefit. However, distributions from the account subject to ordinary income tax. The advantage
is that the distribution is likely to have a lower tax rate after the investor retires. Contributions to a Roth IRA
are not deductible from your income. However, distributions occur tax-free. Furthermore, transactions such as
capital gains, interests, and dividends occur without a tax penalty. If you withdraw money from an IRA before
you reach retirement, you will likely incur a penalty. Exemptions to the penalty include becoming disabled or
being a first-time home buyer. Your employer will often chip in a fixed amount depending on how much you
contribute as part of your benefits package. Like a regular IRA, there is a penalty for withdrawing sums before
you reach retirement age. Withdrawals after retirement are subject to income tax. Cash value life insurance
Investing in a cash value life insurance policy has two purposes. However, as you near retirement and your
children have grown, the insurance policy becomes a source of retirement income. The cash value of the
insurance policy has increased over time as the issuer of the policy credits interest to the account. You can,
therefore, start to withdraw from the cash value periodically tax-free to supplement your retirement income.
Alternately, you can continue to maintain the cash value of the insurance policy and use it for a death benefit
for your spouse. Tax Shelter Conclusion With the number of tax-deferred investments available, it behooves
you to consult an investment advisor to craft a strategy that includes such tax shelter investments. For more
information contact us.
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The Tax Shelter Many Financial Planners Miss. "It's not an investment, it's your home." the tax benefit of a capital gain
could only be used if it was rolled into a new home of greater.

Taxpayers are expected to understand it well enough to be able to make good decisions about our own
financial situation. Below are some steps to help understand each of the different types of investment income,
how it is taxed and, as a result, why it matters what type of account you use for different types of investments.
How is investment income taxed? The simple answer is that, for the most part, investment income is taxed
exactly the same way as other earned income. What makes things hard to calculate is the amount of the
investment growth that is taxed, because not all of the growth is actually taxed all the time. Overall, there are
three types of investment income that we can consider and they are each taxed in a different manner. Interest
Income Fixed income vehicles, such as bonds, GICs and term deposits pay you interest on your investment,
thereby generating interest income. Interest income is taxed just like any other earned income. Also, bear in
mind that interest income is taxed every year regardless of whether it has been withdrawn. Finally, you can
consider each dollar of interest to be taxed at your marginal income rate, since it is additional income earned
to you regular income. In this respect, interest income is the least favourable type of investment income.
Capital Gains Equity investments typically stocks can appreciate in value. This is called a "capital gain.
However, you will only need to pay the capital gains tax when you sell the share and realize the gain. What
makes capital gains different than other earned income is that only 50 per cent of the total capital gains are
taxed. As a result, capital gains often represent the lowest income tax burden of the three types of investment
income, and they are typically preferred because we have some control over when we sell and trigger the
capital gains tax. Whether or not they are most efficient depends on your province of residence. It is also
important to note that even if you do not withdraw the money from your account to spend it, capital gains can
be triggered when you change investments within your taxable account. If the new investments are
substantially different than the original investments, or the same old investment is repurchased more than 31
days later, this will trigger capital gains. Dividends Dividends are a way for a corporation to share its
profitability and success with its shareholders, without shareholders having to sell shares. Dividends are the
most complex type of investment income when it comes to taxation. Taxation of dividends in Canada has two
major parts that make it different from other taxation: When a dividend amount is determined, the amount is
grossed up by some percentage -- usually 38 per cent. Next, the income tax is calculated on the grossed-up
amount and, finally, the dividend tax credit is subtracted from that. The result is the final tax payable on the
dividends. Here is an example with numbers rates will vary by province: But not all dividends are taxed the
same way. The above method applies to eligible dividends. Eligible dividends are dividends declared by the
issuing corporation, and are as such eligible for enhanced dividend tax credit. They are usually from: Public
corporations resident in Canada Other corporations resident in Canada that are not Canadian Controlled
Private Corporations and are subject to the general corporate tax rate. Canadian Controlled Private
Corporations that are resident in Canada and their income is subject to the general corporate tax rate. In other
words, most investments that pay dividends will be eligible and have enhanced dividend tax rate. Non-eligible
dividends are paid out by companies that are eligible for a small business tax rate, are tightly held and use
dividends to share profit between its operating shareholders and shareholders eligible for return of capital.
They normally do not apply for retail investments. Tax deferred accounts such as RRSPs and tax sheltered
accounts such as TFSAs are best used for the least favourably taxed investment income, such as interest
income. Non-registered accounts are most optimal with capital gains kind of investment income, as the
interest is not payable until withdrawal. Dividends are often used for corporate structures, small business
owners and sole operators who can save on taxes by declaring dividends rather than paying themselves a
salary. Using the right account can make a big difference in tax advantages. Passionate about personal finance,
Tea is looking to change the way Canadians save by making investing smarter, more transparent, and at half
the cost of traditional advisors. Follow WealthBar on Facebook , Twitter or Linkedin to keep up to date with
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Tax shelters are any method of reducing taxable income resulting in a reduction of the payments to tax collecting
entities, including state and federal governments. The methodology can vary depending on local and international tax
laws.

Types of tax shelters[ edit ] Some tax shelters are questionable or even illegal: Due to differing tax rates and
legislation in each country, tax benefits can be exploited. However, tax benefits can be exploited if Import Co.
This allows Import Co. By paying unreasonably high interest rates to a related party, one may severely reduce
the income of an investment or even create a loss , but create a massive capital gain when one withdraws the
investment. The tax benefit derives from the fact that capital gains are taxed at a lower rate than the normal
investment income such as interest or dividend. The flaws of these questionable tax shelters are usually that
transactions were not reported at fair market value or the interest rate was too high or too low. In general, if
the purpose of a transaction is to lower tax liabilities but otherwise have no economic value, and especially
when arranged between related parties, such transactions are often viewed as unethical. The agency may
re-evaluate the price, and will quickly neutralize any over tax benefits. However, such cases are difficult to
prove. To prove that the price is in fact unreasonable may turn out to be reasonably difficult itself. Other tax
shelters can be legal and legitimate: Certain companies, such as mining or oil drilling often take several years
before they can generate positive income, while many of them will go under. This normally deters common
investors who demand quick, or at least safe, returns. To encourage the investment, the US government allows
the exploration costs of the company to be distributed to shareholders as tax deductions not to be confused
with tax credits. Investors are rewarded by 1 the near instant tax savings 2 the potential massive gains if the
company discovers gold or oil. In US terminology, these entities are given the generic title of "limited
partnership" and in the past they may have simply been called a "tax shelter", being an archetypical tax shelter.
However the IRS limited the popularity of these plans by allowing the losses to only offset passive investment
income as opposed to earned income. In order to reduce burden of the government-funded pension systems,
governments may allow individuals to invest in their own pension. The contributed income will not be taxable
today, but will be taxable when the individual retires. The advantage to these plans is that money that would
have been taken out as taxes is now compounded in the account until the funds are withdrawn. With the Roth
IRA and the newly introduced [] Roth k , income is taxed before the contributions are made into the account
but are not taxed when the funds are withdrawn. This option is preferred by those workers who expect to be in
a higher tax bracket during retirement than they currently are. These tax shelters are usually created by the
government to promote a certain desirable behavior, usually a long term investment, to help the economy; in
turn, this generates even more tax revenue. Alternatively, the shelters may be a means to promote social
behaviors. In Canada , in order to protect the Canadian culture from American influence, tax incentives were
given to companies that produced Canadian television programs. In general, a tax shelter is any organized
program in which many individuals, rich or poor, participate to reduce their taxes due. While these actions
may be within the boundary of legally accepted practice in physical form, these actions could be deemed to be
conducted in bad faith. Tax shelters were intended to induce good behaviors from the masses, but at the same
time caused a handful to act in the opposite manner. Tax shelters have therefore often shared an unsavory
association with fraud. Judicial doctrines[ edit ] Aside from the attempts to stop tax shelters in the United
States through provisions of the U. Internal Revenue Code , U. The judicial doctrines have a basic theme: The
following are the judicial doctrines: To achieve this similar tax result, it can be necessary to look at the
substance of the transaction rather than the formal steps taken to implement it. Similar to the substance
doctrine, the step transaction doctrine treats a series of formally separate steps as a single transaction to
determine what really was going on with the transaction. A clear example of this doctrine is seen in Knetsch v.
United States, U. Sham transactions are classified as being one of two types, sham-in-substance, or
sham-in-fact. This doctrines questions whether the purported economic activity would have occurred absent
the tax benefits claimed by the taxpayer. Congress amended the Internal Revenue Code to codify and clarify
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the rules for applying these doctrines under the over all heading of the "Economic Substance Doctrine.
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The Balance does not provide tax, investment, or financial services and advice. The information is being presented
without consideration of the investment objectives, risk tolerance, or financial circumstances of any specific investor and
might not be suitable for all investors.

Investment gains are taxed as ordinary income. Since income taxes are much higher than capital gains taxes,
this is a disadvantage relative to investments such as mutual funds. Some annuity hardship provisions, such as
premium waivers in case of disability, may not be available in the TSA format. The investment choices are
somewhat restricted. In , when the TSA as it exists today was first codified, the choice of an annuity was
mandated. Thus, the plan labors under both the limitations and drawbacks associated with these investment
vehicles. Suitability of the Tax Sheltered Annuity b plans have drawn much comment from the investment
community, some of it adverse. Perhaps the most useful distinction to be drawn is one between comparison
with an ideal, as opposed to an actual, alternative. For example, much is made of the fact that a
disproportionate share of b investment has historically been placed in annuities, compared to mutual funds.
The fact remains that even after the introduction of mutual funds onto the investment menu, participants
continued to skew their purchases toward annuities. While a wider selection of investment choices would
indeed be preferable, it is hard to be too critical of the decision to allocate pre-tax dollars to a safe investment
that will supplement or perhaps even replace Social Security distributions during retirement. One wonders
how many of the annuityholders bitterly regret their choice today, given the events of Criticism also falls
upon the high expenses and ostensibly superfluous insurance features of annuities. In fact, one of the most
popular annuity providers in b accounts is also one of the lowest-cost vendors of annuities. It is common to
find that review committees, set up by employers, select and monitor the vendors of investment products to
the plan in order to protect the interests of plan participants. This gives participants a clear chance to control
their fate by lobbying for lower-cost investment choices, not just in annuities but in mutual funds as well. One
criticism that has at least partial validity is that annuities already provide tax deferral, which makes part of the
benefit of a TSA redundant to an annuity investor. It is true that if a participant has an alternative source of
pre-tax investment, such as a k , it may well be superior to the b. The younger the participant, the more apt this
is to be the case. TSAs were originally established in order to provide retirement programs analogous to those
in the private, for-profit sector. For those without access to the private-sector analogue, the TSA is certainly a
desirable second-best solution. Other Types of Tax Sheltered Annuity In addition to the b plan, the b and a
plan offer similar types of retirement investment benefits to different classes of beneficiaries. The b plan is
open to employees of city and state governments, including public school employees, police and firefighters. It
is also open to management and certain highly-compensated employees of tax-exempt private companies.
Section a , in addition to clarifying the rules for taxation of tax sheltered annuities, establishes that the
self-employed also are eligible to set up a TSA for themselves. In most respects, these plans are similar to the
b plan in offering custodial and trust accounts in mutual funds and annuities. Summary Tax sheltered
annuities, of which the b type is the best known, were set up to serve those outside the orbit of private-sector,
company-sponsored retirement plans. These include employees of educational institutions, non-profit firms
and the self-employed. The name is a misnomer because the investment choices include mutual funds as well
as annuities, although annuities tend to be the most popular choice among participants. TSAs have a host of
benefits and a few disadvantages. The disadvantages mostly flow from the limitations and drawbacks
associated with the restriction to annuities and mutual funds. To find the best annuity products request a free,
comprehensive quote comparision. Secure your retirement today, Get Started Now.
Chapter 9 : Tax Sheltered Accounts: Which One Works Best for You? - Williams, Crow, Mask
A (b) plan, also known as a tax-sheltered annuity plan, is a retirement plan for certain employees of public schools,
employees of certain Code Section (c)(3) tax-exempt organizations and certain ministers. A (b) plan allows employees
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to contribute some of their salary to the plan.
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